
The strategy of overlapping and intersecting 
volumes and planes affords a study of the mul-
tiple roles of surfaces, enabling various spatial 
situations.
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Surfaces  are space changing mechanisms (ele-
ments).  As architects it is our responsibility to 
be sensitive to their qualities and the particular 
characteristics inherent in them. 

Vegetation has the unique capability of 
changing space in ways that no other 
material can.  It is a living thing that is 
the provider of an essential element to 
our survival (as seeing, hearing, smelling, 
feeling, and consuming beings).  A field of 
grass is much more inviting than a field of 
concrete, even to the machine.  

Therefore, the questions are:

How can vegetation be introduced into 
the fabric of architecture?

How can these surfaces lend themselves 
to appropriate architectural situations?

What place is appropriate for such an 
introduction? 



Ivy that is carved out can create path-
ways through them, and offer views.
Vegetation here is thought of as a 
volume, an enclosure, and affording the 
experience of looking through some-
thing green.

A grass wall floats above the ground  
serving as a sign, and creates a threshold 
to a world underneath.  At Dalki theme 
park Ga.A and Slade architects take 
advantage of the grass ground plane by 
folding it up to become a wall.

A green plane of moss holds the 
courtyard and the Prada store in Tokyo.  
Wrapping the space vegetation  defines 
a new horizon, a view across a plane of 
moss.

Held by a mountain covered by moss, 
a biker moves along a small road, a 
new horizon is defined and a boundary 
created.



Atlanta 1871 is the inverse of my thinking 
concerning the role of vegetation.  Here 
the vegetative surface is cut into to create 
roads, and new elements are introduced 
onto it in the form of buildings.  The 
repetition of the rolling landscape is being 
replaced by the repetition of the buildings 
and the shifting grid of the street systems.

Atlanta’s downtown area is held by the 2 
main interstates that pass through it.

The condition of the city has been rede-
fined by the car, the Olympics, Coca-Cola, 
CNN,  and new urban landscapes have 
been created.  



traffic coming

traffic leaving

The roof garden organization is determined by the flow of traffic to and 
from parking spaces.  Openings to below would be dictated by the experi-
ences below, where vehicles slowed down or sped up, noise, and where 
they would be ascending or descending.

Introduction of a roof garden.



The occupation of sun and shadow.







egress layer



Along the one way street, where slower 
traffic and a higher pedestrian density 
is, the sidewalk folds up and provides a 
public entrance to the roof garden and the 
enclosed parking garage.  Reaching out 
over the sidewalk serves as an invitation 
to the passerby to move under and into 
the site or up onto the roof garden or in 
the parking garage.  Walking along the 
green.

Stairs wrap around a vertical shaft of 
bamboo that separates each level shift in 
the stair which services either the interior 
ramp system or offers a view over the 
city.  Bamboo blocks noise from the 
busier street, and helps define threshold 
for the pedestrian off the sidewalk.  Walk-
ing around the green.

The space betwen the ground and the roof garden, the parking garage and the 
living conditions are negotiated by systems of stairs, ramps, and elevators.  
Each affording unique oportunities given the situation particular to the site.



A perforated metal holds the 
ramp’s paths servicing both 
handrail and light diffuser.

An overlap in the wood 
ramp and concrete stairs is 
apparent in the floor condi-
tion, it defines a transition 
point on the second level 
providing a choice between 
entering the site or the roof 
garden



The sidewalk is brought into the site, providing 
ground level entry to the parking garage, while 
being held by that which is green.  The intro-
duction of the green ground plane distinguishes 
between the public entrances to the garage or 
to the site.



Typology: Bus stop.

Partial enclosure
Protection from the elements.
Place to sit and wait.
Sign to the street and pedestrian

The sidewalk folds up as a public gesture, be-
coming  a stair to the parking garage and roof 
garden.  The underside of the stair affords a 
shaded area and a column that supports it.  
these are in service of the bus stop.

Surfaces at play.
Concrete  Glass
Ivy  Column

The column invites the pedestrian into the 
space, provides a place to gather around or 
meet, and serves as a sign holder.  The stair 
of concrete provides a ceiling plane and a 
place to sit, a place to sit by the glass and by 
the ivy.  Ivy helps cool on  a summer day and 
provides a different seating situation. 





cliff dwellings



frames view, holds extended space, reading, 
shelves, screen

allows space to extend beyond room, outside 
to inside, presents parts of life to street, view 
to sky in dining and shower
extends space beyond inside boundaries 
cools, nice smell, activated by light and 
wind

brings outside in, negotiates between living 
and sleeping

gound plane for living, sleeping, closet, 
reading

holds bedroom, lowers ceiling for sink 
condition, closet, shelves, place to read.

frames city and sky, holds kitchen/bathroom, 
affords light natural/unnatural, ventilation, 

entry, reading, structure, shelves, frames 
view



single.apt

cliff dwelling 1 



frames view, holds kitchen, cooking, 
shelves, screen, light
entry, allows space to extend beyond room, 
encloses bathroom, view to sky in dining/
shower/toilet/bedroom/stairs

holds dining and entry, cools, provides a 
pleasant smell

brings outside in, negotiates between living 
and sleeping via stairway, shelves, closet

gound plane for living, sleeping, closet, 
reading

holds bedroom, a lower sink condition, 
closet, shelves, place to read,.frames view

holds living space, extends kitchen space, 
frames views across the green and to the sky



single person apt
cliff dwelling 2



frames view, holds kitchen, cooking, 
shelves, screen, light

entry, view to sky in dining/shower/toilet/
stairs, reading nook, public gesture

entry, cools, provides a pleasant smell

brings outside in, defines kitchen and dining

gound plane for living, sleeping, closet, 
reading, bathing

holds bedroom, lower sink condition, closet, 
shelves, place to read.frames view

holds stairs and books, extends kitchen and 
bedroom space

extends space from bedroom, privacy



single person apt

cliff dwelling  3



entry, frames view, holds living, shelves, 
screen, light, bath, toilet sink, 

entry, view to sky in shower, threshold to 
kitchen walkway

entry, frames city/sky, cools, provides a 
pleasant smell, buffers noise

brings outside in, entry

gound plane for living, sleeping, closet, 
reading, bathing, cooking

holds kitchen, shelves, place to read and eat, 
frames view

entry, holds stairs, storage, living, reading 
space, screens bedroom



single person apt

cliff dwelling  4



entry, sign, back rest

floor folds up becoming wall and counter

shelves, light conditions

entry, canopy, sign, protection



family apt.s



frames view, holds clothes and books, 
transition from room to closet, theshold to 
bathroom
allows space to extend beyond room, differ-
ent places in same space, outside to inside, 
presents parts of life to street, view to sky 

cools, provides play area, new horizon, nice 
smell
brings outside in, hallway to bedroom, 
organizes ground plane, floor to kitchen, 
hallways, and stairs

organizes interior ground plane, floor to 
living, dining, sleeping

threshold, light at joint, place to read, 
shelves, closet, frames view, window shade

wall negotiates between neighbor, screen, 
frames sky/city, 

entry, cabinets, shelves, drawers, desks

frame, light, cooking, ventillation, reading



the bird



entry, shower, light joint, shelves, fire, 
frames views, sink

entry, screen, shelves, ceiling for toilet, ven-
tilation, light filter, bathroom threshold, door 

outside/inside, threshold, visual continuity, 
blurring, views, light

cools, provides play area, new horizon, nice 
smell, garden holds/screens space, 

organizes ground plane, outside in, dining, 
hallway, entry, stairs
organizes interior ground plane, living 
space, bedrooms, kitchen, reading rooms, 
closets. bathrooms,

threshold, boundary, frame, light, 

frame, screen, entry, threshold, light

shelves, drawers, cabinets, lights, desks, 
nook 

kitchen island, drawers

ventillation, light, cooking, dining, frame 
views



the spine



organizes ground plane, outside in, dining, 
hallway, entry, stairs, reading
organizes interior ground plane, living 
space, bedrooms, kitchen, reading rooms, 
closets. bathrooms,

entry, threshold, boundary, frame, light, 
closet, reading, sleeping, shelves, hallway

frame, screen, new horizon.

shelves, drawers, cabinets, lights, desks, 
nook 

frames view, place to read/linger, 

entry, shelves, sink, fire, light, frames views, 
shower, toilet, threshold, boundary

shelves, reading, light, frame view

shelves, screen, ceiling, cabinet, 

outside/inside, threshold, visual continuity, 
blurring, views, light

cools, provides play area, new horizon, nice 
smell, garden, holds/screens space, 

entry, light, cooking, dining, frame views, 
handrail, screen, hold books, threshold



vista



shelves are to the right and a place is made 
for a reader

upon entry a view to the city is presented

 a patch of green lies outside the window to 
view the city across

ground plane steps up holding the entry 
way and seperating the sitting space

white gypsum steps up and releases into the 
space.

a chimney is carved away and a new floor is 
introduced.



vista

folds around to frame the sky for people having 
dinner below

wraps and encloses a reading room below

folds around to frame the sky for people having 
dinner below

folds down to become a nook for reading

a kitchen is enclosed  below, and continues up to 
become a handrail for children playing above



shelves sit in the concrete and in the window 
framing

can look through to the city and blurs the 
staircase

a garden is sticking up beyond the kitchen 
and presents the green to look across

ground plane pulls you through the space 
and into bottom of the stairs

higher than the screen provides a place to 
walk through the house

holds shelfs and drawers, frames the city, 
holds a stove, 

a ceiling for the kitchen provides lighing 
from behind and ventilation over the stove



vista

creates threshold into bedroom areas and lends 
itself to the book stacks

peels up to elcose a bedroom above and com-
presses to effort a place to read and look over 
the city

 ends the accent up the stairs, affords a view , 
and is a place to sit or a path to move

folds down to become a nook for reading

becomes a handrail encloses books and the 
person reading one

creates a threshold condition for people walking 
underneath





Plates
plans 
       1.2.3.4

short sections
       1.2.3

long sections
       1.2.3
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